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Optics and Testing 

• Optomechanical progress (Pilot Group / Alan Schier). The rebonded first layer of prisms in the
mosaic beamsplitter is being aligned.  The tip/ tilt alignment is somewhat out of specifica-
tion, so the prism holder has been modified to allow application of a small amount of
pressure to the bonded prisms to bring this into spec.  The rotational measurement appears to
indicate that three of the nine prisms are out of spec, but a peculiar non-linearity in the
sensitivity of this measurement raised doubts about the validity of this measurement.  This
problem is now believed solved.  Once solved, we are within about five days of a completed
assembly.

• Further analysis of ghost test
- The ghost test meets specification ( < 10  intensity/ pixel) for both blue and red data.-4

- Comparison of the observed ghosts to the ZEMAX ghost analysis suggests that ghosts off
of the interference filter are 10x more intense than expected.  This is plausible, since the
nominal reflection of the filters was modeled at 0.01 while the in-band reflectivity of an
interference filter is comparable to (1- transmission) - about 0.10.  We will check this
identification by doing a ghost test with one of the color glass order separator filters.

- The single detected ghost not tentatively identified with the interference filter is between
one surface of the waveplate compensator and the camera singlet.  It is bright because it
is fortuitously almost in focus.  This was not previously noticed, since the CDR ghost
analysis used the actual waveplates, not the waveplate compensator.  It will be possible
to suppress this ghost, which is already 30x below the spec, by modifying the compensa-
tor cup to move it by 6 - 12 mm.

• Reassembly and alignment in Cape Town.  
- The collimator is installed and aligned: The field lens went right in with no adjustments. 

The doublet  had to be moved, but that is most likely due to small movements in the fold
mirror.  We performed an autocollimation and decided that the doublet need not be
moved in focus.  We will use FP etalons to  measure collimation and will adjust it then if
necessary.

- Alignment of etalons checked.  A small change to the etalon carriers will need to be made
to ensure that the tilt alignment of the etalons is reproducible when they are changed out.

• Finished Acceptance Testing Report for preship items.  All items that were tested were passed
or conceded except for flexure.  This test was failed as noted in last month's report.  This
report is available on the web at
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/subsystems/3160.html.
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Mechanical 

• Cape Town Reassembly
- The structure is set up on the dolly.
- We have test-fit the waveplate baffling and mechanism.  We have identified some access

difficulties and are working on this in collaboration with the SALT Team.
- Final baffling around the mirror and under the camera completed.
- Shutter installed.
- The camera is currently being aligned and we are putting a large amount of effort into

ensuring the flexure issues in the k-mount are eliminated.
• Working with SALT team on interfaces (hoses, guider, rho wrap).

Control 

•  Started FITS keyword modules in PFIS control system.
•  Fixed initialization issue that was preventing remote use of PDET. 
•  Updated PFIS operating procedures in OCDD according to the latest idea of how the SDB will

manage PFIS observations.

• SALT IRAF package work.  Work is proceeding with the wavelength calibration task,
PSWAVELENGTH.  A cubic dispersion curve was found to be excellent, resulting in
residuals on the order of .05 pixels. The first-guess linear dispersion law used in the GMOS
code does not reliably result in an automated line identification solution, so a first-guess
cubic model was developed using ZEMAX raytraces.  This has yet to be tested.

Management

• The FMECA maintenance spreadsheet was reviewed in Cape Town line-by-line with Maurits
van Renssen.  The result, which includes the cost of a built-up spare control system with
mechanism simulators, was reviewed once more and forwarded to James O’Connor as
complete.

• The auction of the calcium fluoride spare blanks completed, with no bids at the requested bid
floor of 50% the original cost ($16,000).  However, there is an email offer from Keith
Matthews at Crystran buy the blanks for $500/ kg, which would be $10,000 for the two. We
have also discussed with Andy Sheinis the possible use of the blanks in the PFIS NIR arm.

• Worked on the Quarter 1 Quarterly Report.
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Detector (Dave Carter)

• The PFIS detector system has been unpacked and installed in the Cape Town  CCD lab for
further performance tests.  The transport packaging shock detectors on the cryostat crate
were all triggered, but examination and testing found no structural or functional damage.

• Tests are underway to correct/improve the following:
- non-zero bias frames and apparent dynamic range limitations.  These issues were solved on

the SALTICAM detector and the same fixes are being applied to PDET.
- Device characterization.  System gain is affected by the fixes applied above, requiring full

noise/gain characterization to be repeated. 
- Overscan will be introduced for bias correction. 
- Dark current measurements. 

• A meeting was held with an SAAO contractor defining requirements for the detector electron-
ics cold box.  The design has been approved, and construction will begin once the purchase
order has cleared SAAO.

Etalons (Ted Williams) 

• The high-resolution etalon arrived in Cape Town damaged, apparently from excessive vibra-
tion/rough handling in shipment.  The piezo actuators and one capacitor had broken their op-
tical contacts with the etalon plates, and the etalon was inoperable.  It was returned to ICOS
in England for repair.  The manufacturer has confirmed that all the damage is repairable, and
is performing the repairs under warranty at no cost.  We are pursuing a claim with the ship-
per to recover the round-trip shipment and insurance costs between Cape Town and England. 
We expect the repaired etalon to be returned to SAAO in the second half of May.  The re-
pairs may result in some small changes to the etalon gap, approximately 1 micron (out of 135
microns), but this should have only a very small effect on performance.

• The Low and Medium resolution etalons were connected to their controllers and the previous
settings observed in Wisconsin were verified.  They have been test-installed onto the PFIS
structure and a procedure for high-precision alignment has been developed.

• We have designed an etalon handling fixture for covering the optical surfaces of the etalons
and to make removing and installing the etalons at the telescope easier and safer.  Fabrication
is awaiting delivery of parts to the SAAO shops.  

• We have redesigned the insulating wafers that fit on each etalon to block portions of the
collimated beam that would pass outside the etalon coatings. Fabrication is awaiting delivery
of materials to the SAAO shops.  

• The etalon controller rack has been assembled and placed in the top hex igloo to verify fit.  The
SAAO shops are making clamps to secure it in the igloo.  The igloo front panel is being re-
placed to provide better access to the controller front panel controls.  We have verified that
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there is sufficient space in the igloo for a second rack of electronics, to support future expan-
sion.

• The lab testing report on Etalon 1054 (high resolution) was completed and delivered.  The ear-
lier reports on the other two etalons were revised slightly and also delivered.  All reports on
the laboratory testing are now complete and finalized.  Results from the reports were submit-
ted to the Instrument Scientist for inclusion in the instrument acceptance test report.

• Two additional filters, numbers 9 and 17, were delivered by the vendor, making the total deliv-
ered so far 16 (out of 40).  The remaining four filters of the first half order are expected this
month.  The specifications for 13 of the remaining 20 filters have been determined, and the
order for these filters has been placed.  There is no estimated delivery date yet for them.
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Reintegrate and align camera.
- Mount and align detector.
- Stray light test.

• Mechanical
- Finish baffling.
- Install electronics.
- Reintegrate and align mechanisms. 

• Opto-Mechanical
- Assembly and alignment of mosaic beamsplitter.

• Control
- JWP visit to Cape Town to finalize PFIS/PDET interface.
- Implement PFIS/TCS interface.
- Work on implementing PFIS procedures.
- Implement analog sensor logging.
- High-level procedure coding (Fabry-Perot scans; waveplate sequence).
- Implement GMOS spectrum extractor in SALT package.

• Detector
- Test updates to software interface.
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